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CONSUMER GRIEVANCES REDRESSAL FORUM

Uttar HarYana Bijli Vitran Nigam

Vidyut Sadan, Sector-8, Kurukshetra

E-m a i | : egdgd1[v!.t1gJ1:
P ho n e N u m ber 01'7 44-2"2'28':i't

To

Subject: -

Sh. Surender Mohan Sharma,

C/o M/s Sachin Bhatta Co,,

Village Murad Nagar,

Tehsil Ladwa,

Distt., Kurukshetra.

Memo No. Ch-29/U H/CGRF-164 I 2019

Dated: 24.tA.2019

order in respect of complaint of 5h. surender Mohan sharma, c/o M/s Sachin

BhattaCo.,VillageMuradNagar,TehsilLadwa'Distt''Kurukshetra'

Ertclosed please find herewitlt the order dated 24'10'2019 issued by Consunter

Redressal Forum in respect of your cclrnplairtt for your kind infornlation'

-fhis is issuecl as per direction of the Forurrl'

Grievances

DA/As above

Endst. No. Ch-29/UH/CGRF-164 I 2019

Copy of the above is forwarded to the SDO/Op'

of his inforrnation and compliance thereof'

1. SecretarV/HERC, Sec-4, Panchkula'

2. CGM/Comntercial UHBVN, Panclrkula'

3. SE/OP, Circle, UHBVN, Kurukshetra'

4. XEN/IT, UHBVN, Panchkula. (for posting on UHBVN site)

5. XEN/OP, Division, UHBVN, Kurukshetra'

CGRF, UHBVN,

Ku ru kshetra

Dated:-24.10.2019

Sub-Division, LJI-lBVN, Ladwa for favour
I

LP'..t*
Sc/rcYrff*,'

/
CGRT, IJI]BVN,

Ku ru kshetra
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CONSUMER GRIEVANCES REDRESSAL FORUM

Uttar Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam
33 KV Power House Near NIT Kurukshetra

E-mail: uhbvncgrf@gmail.com
Fax & Phone No.

Comp" No. UH/CGRF - 164 of 20L9

Date of lnstitution:- 29.4.2019

Date of Hearing:- / d _/2 -ad/4
Date of Order:- ay'_U _ AA/f

Before the Consumer Grievances Redressal Forum, UHBVNL.

Present:

1. Sh. DeePak Jain, Member.

2. Sh. Ashwani Kumar Duhan, Independent Member.

ln the matterof complaint of Sh. Surender Mohan Sharma CloMls Sachin Bhatta Co., Village

Murad Nagar, Tehsil Ladwa, Distt. Kurukshetra.

Complaina nt/Petitioner

Vs

(1) XEN/OP Division, UHBVN, Kurukshetra.

(2) SDO/OP Sub Division, UHBVN, Ladwa'

..............Respondents

Appearance:

For Complainant: Sh. Surender Mohan Sharma.

For the Respondent: SDO(OP) Sub Division, UHBVN, Ladwa.
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ORDER

The consumer Sh. Surender Mohan Sharma C/o Mls Sachin Bhatta Co. Vill.

Muradnagar, Tehsil Ladwa, Distt. Kurukshetra under SDO/OP Sub Division, UHBVN, Ladwa has

made a complaint regarding change of his connection from NDS to AP category. The Forum has

the jurisdiction to try this complaint.

The complainant had pleaded:-

That he is the user of Tubewell connection having account no. KL23AL6242SSU in the name Sh.

Ram Singh S/o Sh. Sardha Ram in Village Badarpur Tehsil Ladwa, Distt. Kurukshetra and his 10 acres of

lands situated in village Badarpur and have given 7 acres land to Mls Sachin Bhatta Co. for brick kiln. He

uses his AP connection for agriculture purposes for remaining 3 acres land and the brick kiln owner uses

generator for brick kiln purposes.

On 1.3-3-2019 a team of vigilance visited his tubewell and after getting supply restored from 66

KV Sub Station Ladwa made a video which is illegal and changed our AP category supply into NDS

supply. He has prayed that his NDS supply may be converted as AP supply as was earlier and canceithe

notice issued by the SDO/OP Sub Division, UHBVN, Ladwa.

The complaint was received in the office of the Forum on 29-4-2019" The Forum

considered the facts and found the petition feasible for acceptance and same was admitted.

Accordingly, notice of motion dated 29-4-20L9 was issued to both the parties. The respondent

was asked to submit his version /replV on the affidavit duly attested by the Notary Public/Oath

Commissioner.
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The respondent SDO has submitted :

That the complainant premises A/c No. 41624255U was inspected by the authorized inspecting

office of UHBVN along with the checking party on 13-3-201,9 at 3.35 p.m"by Sh. Ajay Kumar,

AEE/Vig., sh. Harnek singh, cr, sh" Jatinder Kumar, cr, sh. pardeep Kumar, ALM. The Ap

tubewell connection, the water of the tubewell used as commercial purpose is for bricks pather

of M/s Sachin Bhatha Co.. lt is case of category from AP to NDS. The checking report LL-t dated

13-3-2019 prepared by the checking party at the spot in presence of Sh. Ram pal, Munshi with

mobile no" 90505739L1 and the signature of the official and employee of complarnant were

obtained^ Video-graphy done" Further action to be taken by the SDOIOP Ladwa as per rules of

the Nigam.

He issued the memo no. L033 dated 22-5-2019 to the complainant for final order of assessment

for un-authorized use of electricity under Electricity Act Section-126 of EA-2003 as per rule of

Nigam for compliance of instructions/guideline of para no. 8 of sales circula r no.1,5/201,4.

The consumer/userapproach illegaldemand in this regard. So, consumer/useras such he is not

entitled for claims mentioned in the complaint.

So all para of complaint are false, frivolous and vexatious to the very knowledge of the

complainant. Therefore, complainant is liable to be burdened with heavv costs because

complaint has not come to Hon'ble court with clean hand and concealed the material fact from

this Hon'ble court.

The above facts are true and correct as per record. lt is, therefore, requested to file the

complaint and decide accordingly.
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Observations/Decision

After going through the documents placed on record and keeping in view the various

proceedings held from time to time, the Forum is of the view that the action taken by the respondent

SDO is in order. Hence, the complaint stands resolved without any cost to either of the parties.

The case file may be consigned to the record without any cost to either of the parties.

The order is signed and issued by the Consumer Grievances Redressal Forum on
l

aatea &/ /to/zors.

(Vacant)

Chairman

CGRF, Kurukshetra
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(Deepak Jain)

Member

CGRF, Kurukshetra
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- (Ashwani Kumar Duhan)

Independent Member

CGRF, Kurukshetra


